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· ... ANDY PHIPPS
BusinessfTech Eaitor

"Sometimes as governor ... you give
speeches, and they're complicated, and people
have a hard time figuring them out, but this
one is really, really simple," Missouri Gov. Jay
Nixon said at a Nov. 17 press conference at
the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
For the second consecutive year, Nixon
told in-state undergraduate students at Missouri's four-year public universities that they
would not see an increase in tuition or fees.

Nixon said that the tuition freeze is part
of the state budget that is being assembled to
send to the Missouri Legislature early next
year. It is part of a deal between the government and Missouri's four-year universities.
The deal states that all such universities will
receive 95 percent of their appropriations this
year. This will translate to an estimated $3
million shortfall in UM-St. Louis' budget.
While guaranteeing Missouri's public universities a majority of their funding, the tuition freeze is meant to aid students seeking
higher education amid the ongoing economic

crisis. The "link betwe!'!n education and [economic] recovery is dear," Nixon said.
"We must have trained and educated workers who are ready to fill the jobs of tomorrow
and move this economy forward," Nixon said.
"Higher education institutions, like UMSL
and the other public institutions across our
state, are giving our students the education
they need to do just that."
The average ruition increases at public universities nationwide has been 6.5 percent with
some states posting increases as high as 17
percent, Nixon said. UM-St. Louis Chancel-

lor Tom George said that in relation to other
states, Missouri has been treated "relatively
very well."
"And that is because the governor understands that higher education is the key to the
welfare of this state," George said.
Also in attendance was UM System President Gary Forsee. "There is no task more important than getting Missourians better educated and getting them on that path toward
that four-year degree," Forsee said.

See FREEZE, page 2
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"It's a competitive issue for our state
as we wan t better paying jobs for our
citizens, and we know that a college
graduate will earn more than twice that
of a high school graduate during their
lifetime,n Forsee said.
Though he expressed gratitude to the
governor for s.triking this deal for the second year in a row, Forsee said that the
pact does not remedy many of the problems the UM System faces.
Currently, Missouri is ranked No.
47 nationwide in per capita funding
for higher education. Although tuition
in the UM system has risen 73 percent
over the past decade, rising inflation has
defeated the effectiveness of these hikes.
Governor Nixon said that while the

current agreement guarantees operating funds for universities in the interim,
me funding needed for capital improvements, such as the renovations at UMSr. Louis' Benton-Stadler Hall that Nixon cut off earlier this year, may be a long
time coming.
"We do not have the money right
now ... the reason that those funds were
not released was that they didn't exist;"
Nixon said. aIn the short run of the recession ... we think that pushing forth
students [a,ndJ maintaining the quality
of these d.egrees is the best short term
solution."
'I can't at this point in time say when
those dollars will be available," Nixon
said.

Forsee reveals tuition de(oupling of: UN Campuses
Town meeting addresses financial concerns
~

CHRIS STEWART &
ANNA MARIE CURRAN

Wed., Nov. 18 1 Gary Forsee president of the University of Missouri system, hosted a town-hall meeting in
which he addressed the financial scrains
on all of the UM campuses. However,
Forsee still attempted to reassure attendams of the measures being taken to deal
with these strains and praising those who
have pledged support for public education in these troubled times.
One of the most compelling new
pieces of information revealed by Forsee
was the fact that UI,,! system curators
have "conceptually agreed to decoupiing" among campuses. According to
the Budget and Planning Committee's
report on Nov. 10, 2009, "currently the
University of Missouri policy is to have
the same basic undergraduate tuition for
all campuses." Such a policy would quell
the fears of those concerned that various
fees at UM-St. Louis might be raised
equivalent to UM-Columbia. Up until
now, the two campuses ucoupled~' fee
schedules have meant that UM-St. Louis
has generally matched fee increases to
compete with the larger campus, despite
the differences in facilities and location.
Kyle Kersting, senior, finance major
and chair of student senate said that in
the report given by Professor L. Doug-
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las Smith of the College of Business that

tuition coupling is necessary because the
perceived relative q ualiry of an UMSL
education may be affected. if it raises
nominal tuition by a smaller amount
than other UM campuses." Kersting
said that he feels this is the university's
attempt to avoid the perception that the
four campuses of the UM system differ
in the education, with which they provide their students.
Kersting said that he feels students
should be aware of tuition decoupIing
because he feels it has the potential to
work favorably for them by providing a
distinguishmenr between the campuses
and the facilities and resources with
which they provide students. Kersting
expressed that while students at UMColumbia and UM-St. Louis currently
pay comparable rates and receive comparable educational experiences, UM-Columbia "offers far superior recreational
and dining facilities, as well as a thriving
athletics program."
''All of [the UM campuses] have the
potential to offer a good education, but
this does not account for the college experience that accompanies that education." Kersting said. "In essence I feel it
is fair for UM-St. Louis students to question whether or not they should pay the ·
same rate as the other UM campuses."
The meeting was held in the Cen-

tury Rooms of the Millennium Student
Center on UM-Sr. Louis and began with
Forsee giving praise to Gov. Jay Nixon
who had addressed the university earlier
the same morning.
"We have a governor that is incredibly
committed to higher education-specifically public four-year education," Forsee
said, going on to emphasize "access and
affordability" which the state has made
priority focal points in protecting education during a dhe national economic
climate.
Forsee mentioned Gov. Nixon's tuition freeze as an example of the state's
dedication to education. Forsee added
that this year had seen a fall enrollment increase of 22%, despite the various budget Cuts the school has faced in
the economic hardship. Forsee stressed
that the tuition freeze has caused various checks within UM-St. Louis, such
as the cutting of courses, a temporary
campus-wide hiring freeze, cuts to staff,
and a general sense of the need for fiscal
frugality. Forsee did not mention such
specific-actions, but he did acknowledge
such tough decisions being made across
the system.
Referring to cost -cutting measures:
"These actions-prudent, conservative,
difficult, whatever you may call themallow us to take more ContIOl," Forsee
said.
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Facu ty Ope
Refurbished Senate opens its doors
~

SARAH Hill
Staff Writer

The University of Missouri-St. Louis Faculty Senate, centered on research and
quality of education, is now
located in the center of campus.
Up until the spot was
chosen and refurbished for
the new Senate from May
through August of this year,
the Faculty Senate and University Assembly meetings
were held in the JC Penney Conference Center ·on
University of Missouri-St.
Louis' South Campus. Considering that move entailed
three months of labor, allowing walk-ins during an open
house allowed many faculty
and staff members to see the
extended work complete. The
new location, in room 507
of the SSB tower, provides
easier access and more space
economy than the JC Penney
had previously.
Prior to redesigning the
space, the new senate had
been "three small rooms once
used as training offices,n Loy
Harvey, the administrative
assistant for Faculty and Staff
and University Assembly at
UM-St. Louis, said. Harvey's
office is now openly connected to the Senate Conference
room. As work progressed,

the senate transformed into
one joined headquarters, clad
with seasonal campus pictures from August Jennewein,
UM-St. Louis photographer
and part of Communications
for the university.
\Vorking from May until
August on the move, Harvey
'<took on the work of two,'"
Matthew Keefer, chair of the
Senate, said. "The faculty
senate chair wants to recognize Loy Harvey, as she went
through all the files to see
what needed to be archived,"
Harvey said that she "had
aboUt 20 years of archival
material to sort through and
archive," before the new
Faculty Senate office could
happen. During the project,
Harvey and Keefer also received assistance from John
Mulderig, assistant to the
provost for Financial Services, and Chancellor George.
To christen the conference
room, faculty, staff, and students were welcomed from
2-4 p.m. for viewing on Nov.
19. Regarding the reasoning
behind an open house, Harvey said she was "hoping that
people will come up and see
where we are now."
As members of faculty and
staff visited the new Senate,
quite a few shared opinions
regarding the campus place-

Matthew Keefer, Chairperson of the Faculty Senate/University Assembly, talked with guests at Thursday's open house at their
new office, located in room 507 of the SSB Tower.
ment and aesthetics. "I think
it is smashing and it is great
that the senate is right in the
middle of campus," Peggy
Cohen, assistant provost for
Professional Development,
said.
"This is one super office,
I'm green with jealousy. Loy
deserves it though," Bernard
Feldman, UM-St. Louis' associate dean of the engineer-

ing department and member
of the !FC, said.
<CIt is beautiful, it's fantastic, I may move in,n Paul
Speck, professor in the Business College, said.
Keefer said UM-St. Louis
takes pride in its academics
and research, and that he is
"happy because the administradon supports shared government." Seen as a neces-

sary element for success, the
shared goverrunen t Keefer
referred to includes faculty,
staff and even student representatives as pan of the dyn.amics ofUM-St. Louis.
Due to the umbrella-like
nature of the approach, the
senate focuses on making
the campus a more cohesive
atmosphere for all parties involved. The Faculty Senate

features 40 members and the
University Assembly's Committee features 69 members,
13 of whom are students and
40 of whom are also pans of
the faculty senate. As they are
functioning primarily for research, one ofUM-St. Louis's
main focuses, the Senate and
committee's aim is "further~
ing the quality of education
for students."

Chancellor's survey could improve (hildcare needs on our campus
~

JEN O'HARA
Staff Writer

Currently, the UM-St.
Louis childcare facility is licensed to have 80 children in
attendance, and it presently
stands at that limit. Due to
a high response in childcare
need, a waiting list application is on their website. On
average, children who are
under the age .of 3 are on the
waiting list from six to 12
months, while children from

the ·ages of 3 to 5 can get in
within a semester.
"People get on our lists
when they're ... babies and
then they're still on the list
when they're preschoolers,"
Lynn Navin, director of the
childcare center, said.
The waiting list at the
UM-St. Louis child care center currently has 75-100 children under the age of 3, and
approximately 50 children
between the ages of 3 and 5.
From Nov. 5 to Dec. 4, a

survey among students, faculty, and staff is being conducted to determine if more,
less, or the same amount of
on-campus childcare is required by the UM-St. Louis
population.
The survey is being led by
the Chancellor's Task Force
on Gender Issues, a group
of students and faculty representatives that investigates
and makes recommendations on gender-based issues.
Because childcare is a family

The Chancellor's Task . Louis if on-campus childcare
issue, the Chancellors Task
Force on Gender Issues in- Force hopes that there will options are increased. Gentile
vestigates it.
~ be a large response to the
said that it would be a benefit
"We try to look at any survey so they can collect the especially for older students,
possible problems related to data needed to prove wheth- and that she thinks there are
... gender, or whatever the er there is greater need for a lot of students who are als~o
charge of the t~sk force is, childcare. "We want to see if parents.
and just try and investigate there's a broader neea, and if
"A lot of people, when
those, and see if there is a there is ... make some recom- they think about going back
problem and make recom- mendations for meeting that to school, they think about
mendations, and we would need," Gentile said.
childcare, and if we could
The Chancellor's Task offer some that's quality and
make those directly to the
Chancellor," Kathy Gentile, Force on Gender Issues be- affordable."
director of women and gen- Ueves mat more students
der studies, said.
See CHILDCARE, page 21
will be interested in UM-St.
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Statshot
M

~~ by Ahmad Aljuryyed

With the recession at hand, the powers that be may consider raising our tuition.
What would it take for you to pay higher tuition at UM-St. Louis?

If the heatth insurance
plan is better, if the
Nosh food quality and
choices improves, and
If they added a fixed
rate for the parking
pennit

"We have to
receive similar
facilities, amenities,
parking,and park as
other colleges that
have h.igher tuition"

II

f
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Lucema Huayana

(luis Miller

Junior
International Business

Senior
Physical Education

Does everyone deserve their First Amm·endment rights?
Yes! That is what America
is alII about; equal rights!
No way! Some groups are
pure hatred and should
be silenced.

This week:
Did you go shopping on
Black Friday?

"I will pay the tuition
they ask, as long as
it remains the lowest
tuition in S~ Louis Area n

"1 think we would
have to have access to
greater technology"

Ashley Ray
Senior
Art History

Recovered Stolen Vehicle
The vehicle reported stolen from UMSL back on November 2, 2009 was recovered in Country
Club Hills. The officer from Country Club Hills reported that the vehicle had been parked in
front of a vacant house in their city for the last 3 weeks. The vehicle's exterior was not damaged and on'ly the door lock and ignition were damaged in order to steal the vehicle.

Stealing Under $500.00 - Parking Lot 0
The victim reported that sometime in the last Month or longer person(s) unknown stole the
license plate tabs from the parked motor vehicle. It is not clear if the incident actually happened at UMSL or somewhere else, but as a matter of courtesy the UMSL Police Department
took the police report in order for the victim to have the tabs replaced.

Stealing Over $500.00 - Thomas Jefferson Library
The victim re.ported that he left his backpack on a table in the library unattended and went
to use the bathroom and talk to a friend. When he returned to his table, his backpack along
with his laptop computer, a calculator and miscellaneous items were missing. The backpack was later recovered in the Men's restroom of the University Center; all of the contents
were stolen. There was possibly a suspicious person in the area of the library around the
time of this occurrence that was asking to borrow a cigarette and may have been asking
for money. The UMSL Police Department is asking if anyone saw a suspicious person in the
library asking people for items to give them a call. This investigation is still ongoing.
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Post- hanksgiving 2009
The impact of Black Friday on the economy
~

PATRICK CANOY
Staff Writer

T

he most dangerous day of the year for Americans
has just passed once again: Black Friday. Many
Americans would not dream of leaving their
homes the day after Thanksgiving for fear of being killed by rabid drivers or trampled by desperate shoppers
bursting through Wal-Mart doors the moment it opens. "We
were way busier this year, many more people were shopping
and they were buying much more this year," Camela Prater,
Sales Associare at Wal-Mart in Maplewood, said. "The most
popular item has to be the $198 laptop--ir sold out within 15
minures of 5 a.m."
The day after Thanksgiving is the traditional beginning of
the holiday shopping season. The majority of the money spent
by Americans on holiday gifts is spent in this 24-hour period

of shopping madness. Many stOres open much earlier than
normal ranging anywhere from midnight to 5 a.m. Rerailers _
spend millions on advertisements telling the consumer of the
phenomenal deals that they will have for one day and one day
only. Advertisements for $200 laptops, $50 digital cameras
and $300 Rat-screen televisions clutter the internet and run

"You wouldn't catch me out
there in those lines.
No way."
non-stop on TV for days before the sale begins.
Despite the dangers of this day, throngs of people begin
showing up as early as the Wednesday before Thanksgiving in
anticipation of cheap, doorbuster deals. People camp outside
Best Buys, Wal-Marts and shopping malls before the nation's

largest shopping spree begins. This year re~ai.tEr~ began- running ads for Black Friday much earlier than 'in the pas~ 'and
many feel that this helped to reduce the intensiryand madness
that usually ensues on this day.
Naturally, this spending of the masses generates an enormous impact on the economy. The origin of the name "Black
Friday" comes from the fact that this is the day when retailers
go from being in the red (losing money) to being in the black
(making a profit). "Black Friday is good for the economy since
people spend money, but it shows the ugly, materialistic side
of the holidays~" Samuel Brown, business, said. ""You wouldn't
catch me out there in those lines. No way." Retailers expected
an even larger turnout than the 2008 Black Friday. Last year,
retailers and economists expected to have extremely low sales
compared to previous years due to the plwnmeting economy
at the time. However, conswners spent $10.6 billion in 2008
compared to about $10.3 billion in 2007.
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Captains of
dustry:
~

JOE SCHAFFNER
Staff Writer

UM-St. Louis alumnus
Alan Skrainka has been a
chief market strategist at investing advisory company
Edward Jones since 1996.
He has been quoted in nearly
every major media outlet and
also authors the firm's monthly publication "Investment
Perspective," a collection of
stock recommendations and
market commentary.
The Current: Could you
talk a little about yourself and
your life as a market strategist?
Who is Abn Skrainka, so to
speak?
Alan Skrainka: I graduated
from UMSL in '83. I started
working at Edward Jones in
1982 as an intern. I asked a
buddy of mine what he wanted to do for a living, and he
said his uncle is a stockbroker and he made $150,000
a year. I guess that sounded
pretry good, so I signed up
for an investments class at a
high school in 1982, my senior year. It was taught by a
woman who was a supervisor
at Edward Jones.
She hired me part-time
for $3.50 an hour. McDonalds was $3.65. A year later
they offered me a full-time
job and I've been there ever
since. Today I serve in me
same capacity, helping inves-

Talking economy and investment blues
with Alan Skrainka

tors make great investing decisions.
TC What is the state of the
economy current61?
AS: This has been a tumultuous decade for investors.
We had technology bubble
bursts in the year 2000, and
we're facing the worst financial crisis since the 1930s. I
think we're starting to come
out of it. \Y/e [Edward Jones]
think the recession ended
sometime this summer. We
think a lot of support that has
been provided by the government, especially the Federal
Reserve, has been the right
medicine to avoid a financial
meltdown and to provide a
foundation for economic recovery.
TC Vilhat major misconceptions of the economy are out
thad
AS: I think the biggest
misconception that investors
have is the idea that you can
time the market. Our advisement is based on investment
principles, not investment
predictions.
The three most important
principles are focusing on
quality investments, diversifying the portfolio, and holding for the long-term. That's
a somewhat unique approach
in today's financial industry
where most of the focus is
on trying to time me market,
trying to guess what is going

to happen to the economy.
You can't predict when bear
markets are going to begin or
when bear markets are going
to end, it's better to just stay
the course.
TC What abou.t college stu.dents in particular? Will there
be jobs available when we
graduate?
AS: The job market right
now is tough. But it was every bit as tough in 1982 and
1983 when I graduated. The
unemployment rate reached
10.8 percent in December
1982, which is even higher
than it is today. So there are
jobs available for students
that have good grades and
bring a variety of skills to the
table.
There are jobs in the business world, in economics,
certainly jobs where you have
a strong science [and] math
background. And we're a
service economy today, and
financial services, heal thcare ,
technology seem to be the
fastest growing areas.
TC S/Jou/d we start thinking about retirement plans?
AS: It's never too early to
start investing. Save and invest, and stick to it!
In spite of our economic
challenges, the U.S. economy
has proved to be resilient in
the long run. We recover
from setbacks and learn from
the experience.

Photo Courtesy of Alan Skrainka
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Win one and lose one
Womens basketball brings mixed results
~

MATIHEW B. HENRY

Staff Writer

T

he University of Missouri-St. Lows
Triton women's basketball team
opened its 2009-2010 campaign
at home with two games the week of Nov.
16. The first game was against Lindenwood
University, the second was against McKendree. They won one and lost the other.
"Lindenwood is a very quick team. They
play up tempo the entire game. Our goal is
to keep their points below 55 points. They
have scored 92 and 85 points in games so far
this year," head coach Lisa Curliss-Taylor said.
The contest was in favor of Lindenwood through
most of the first half, which ended with Lindenwood
ahead 31-30.
In the second half the Tritons kept working away with
spectacular effortS by: team co-captain Krisri White,
senior, guard; Hailee Deckard, sophomore, forward;
Montrice Coggins, senior, guard and Caitlyn Moody,
sophomore, forward. Coggins drained [\vo free throws
during the closing minutes and White had 10 points in
the victory. Moody's closing shot off an assist by Deckard
put the Tritons ahead for good. The final score was 62-60.
"I actually wasn't pleased overall with how
we played, but I was pleased with how they
fought through and got the win," Taylor said.
"I think it's JUSt nice to see our experience is paying
off. That's a game we would not have closed off in the
past years," \\inite said.
On her performance in the game of 10
points and the wo big free throws Coggins
said, ''I'm satisfied. I usually don't make that

many and those [free throws] were big plays."
The next game was against lv1cKendree on Nov. 19.
"They have explosive guards and the strongest post players we have seen this year. We are going to have to get
back on defense because they will run it," Taylor said of
McKendree.
It was almost all McKendree in the first
half of this contest with the half time score totaling UM-St. Lows 25 and McKendree 30.
The second half was much better for the Tntons with them scoring 38 points, but it still was
not enough. They fell by a score of 65 to 63.
One real bright spot in the contest for the Tritons was
the three-point shooting of Kelly Carrer, junior, guard.
Carrer had four three-pointers in the game, with
three of them in the late minutes of the second half
"[Carrer] made huge, huge shots for us in the second
half. She was huge for us," Taylor said.
"I guess I was feeling it, I guess. [It's] just one of those
things," the modest Carter said.
There is an old saying in sports: If you never
say you lost a game because of the officiating, you
will never lose another game the rest of your life.
In the final few tenths of a second of the McKendree game, KeAmber Vaughn, sophomore, forward,
was under the offensive goal with the ball for an attempt to put in the tying points. She was knocked
to the hardwood by an opponent. In alISO states,
the U.S. Virgin Islands and Guam, what happened
would be called assault and battery, but it was not
called a foul on the UM-St. Louis basketball court.
The University of Missouri-St. Louis women's basketball
team is currently in the midst of a five-game road trip.
They rerurn to home court on Thursday, Dec. 10 to play
GLVC opponent Quincy University at 5:30 p.m.

AHMAD AUURYYEDI THE CURRENT

#22 Kristi White driving it home against McKendree Nov 19 at Mark Twain.
UM-St. Louis lost by a thread, 65-63.

Tri ons Triumph Four players named to all-GLVC team
~

CEDRIC WILLIAMS
Sports Editor .

The Great Lakes Valley Conference league
office announced that four members of the
University of Missouri-St. Louis women's volleyball team were selected to the all-conference team.
Middle hitter and 2008 GLVC Freshman of the Year Weslie Gaff, sophomore,
accounting, and outside hitter Erin Higgins,
sophomore, early childhood education, were
named to the all-GLVC First Team. Outside
hitter Liz Cook, junior, education, and libero
Carolyn Holstein, junior, business, were Second Team all-conference selections.
The Tritons finished the season with a

21-11 overall record, and an 11-3 mark
in league play, which was good enough
for third place in the GLVC this year,
but could not get past emerging rival
Southern Indiana in the first round of
the GLVC Championship Tournament.
The loss was a disappointing end to a remarkable season for the Tritons, which was
punctuated by the four players being named
to the all-conference team. Gaff, who was
also recently named First Team All-Midwest
Region was a repeat choice for the all-GLVC
First Team, her second such selection to both
teams in her two years as a Triton.
This season, Gaff led UM-St. Louis in hitting percentage (.332) and blocks (122), and
ranked third on the team in kills (275). Gaff

was named the GLVC Player of the Week following the final week of the regular season.
Higgins, the GLVC Player of the Week for
the week of Oct. 12-18, received all-GLVC
honors for the first ' time in her career after
finishing second on the team in kills (308)
and hitting percentage (.246), while ranking
third on the team with 70 blocks.
Cook was a repeat selection to the league's
second team, having earned the honor last
year. She led the Tritons in kills for the second straight season (338), while recording
a team-best 1,038 kill attempts-the ninth
best single season total in program history.
Cook, who was the lone Triton to start
all 32 matches, contributed in other areas as
well, ranking second on the team with 30 ser-

vice aces and 263 digs, while recording nine
double-doubles (kills-digs) and double-digit
kills in 19 of 32 matches.
Holstein was another first time all-GLVC
selection. She earned the honor ilier leading
UM-St. Louis with 37 service aces and 595
digs. Her dig total led the GLVC in 2009
and set a single-season UM-St. Louis record,
smashing the previous record of 492 digs.
Holstein reached double-digit digs in all
but two matches this season, had 16 matches
of 20 or more digs, and two matches of 30 or
more digs. The 5'7" Holstein ranks seventh
all-time in UM-St. Lows history with 1,150
career digs and eighth with 93 career service
aces.
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Tritons 5-0 for first timeever
~

CEDRIC WILLIAMS
Sports Editor

The University of Missouri-St. Louis men's
basketball team completed its best beginning
to a season in the program's 43-year history
last Saturday, when it held off Upper Iowa
University, 70-65, to move to 5-0 for the first
time ever. The Tritons had been 4-0 twice
before in their history (1966 and 2005), but
they'd never seen 5-0 until last Saturday's win
over the Peacocks in Fayette, Iowa.
Guard Ryan Lawrence, junior, criminology, scored a career-high 20 points to lead
UM-St. Louis in its historic win over Upper
Iowa. Teammates Beaumont Be-asley, sophomore, undecided, and Zach Redel, sophomore, undecided, added 19 points and 11
points, respectively, as the Tritons won in the
final minute despite leading by as many as 15
with less than three minutes left.
\'Vith 2:33 left, UM-St. Louis led 66-51
and looked as if they had the game wrapped
up.
But Upper Iowa scored the next 14 points
of (he game to pull to within 66-65 with 12
seconds left in the gan1e. The Tri tons didn't
ratde though, as Beasley and teammate Jeremy
Brown senio r, p hy ical education, both made
both of t h ir f ee throw in the final seconds
to secure rh
wi n . Saturday's effort against
pper Iowa marked the second time th i ·eason Lawrence .rea 1 d the 20-point plateau in
a week. Just V'en days arlier, he established
his career-high of 20 points in a U lv1-St. Louis
81-64 win over West Texas A&M. That victory was the second in a two-day sweep for the
Tritons, who also knocked off the host school,
Southwest Oklahoma State University, at a
showcase event in Weatherford, Okla.
Beasley had a breakout performance in
those two contests, leading UM-St. Louis in

scoring in both those games. He had his own
career-high, 26 points against SWOSU, then
had 23 points against WTAMU the following day.
For the season, Beasley is leading the Tritons in scoring at 21.8 points a game. His
most scintillating performance may have
come in UM-St. Louis' most recent home
game, Nov. 24 against Truman State. That
night, Beasley scored 14 of his game-high 25
points in the second half, including back-toback three-pointers and two breathtaking offbalance shots in the lane, as the Tritons rallied
and eventually pulled away in the final five
minutes, for an 89-83 victory over the Bulldogs.
Brown and Lawrence were also keycontributors against Truman. Brown had 21 points,
while Lawrence added 19, as UM-St. Louis
\von its 16th straight home non-conference
contest. The season began for the Tritons,
on Nov. 18, with a blowout win at the Mark
T\-vain, over Blackburn College, 89-69. UMSt. Louis led its home opener almost from
start-to-finish, trailing only once at 13-10.
Adam Kaatman, senior, accounting, a
6'10" player who missed most of Last season
with a back injury. came off the bench to lead
M -St. Louis in scoring that night, tallying
19 poi m s on six of se\ en shooting for the TritOns. M -St. Louis will begin it Great Lakes
alley Conference schedule this week, when
they travel to play road games on Thursday at
Le\ i U n \ 1 r: ity, and Saturday at W isconsinParkside.
Following those contests; the Tritons will
play their only two home games of December
at the Mark Twain Building. On Sarurday,
Dec. 12, UM-St. Louis will host Robert Morris College at 3 p .m . Then on 1\.10nday, Dec.
21, ·the Tritons will host nationally-ranked
Christian Brothers at 7:30 p.m.
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Winter intersessioll
.oIlers quick credits
~

the college of Arts and Sciences offers the most classes,
IG,while the colleges of nursOnce a year at the Uni- ing and business only offer
versity of Missouri St. Louis one class each. The level of
students take a month off to the class also varies between
enjoy the holidays apd warm colleges. University stUdents
their 'hands 'by the fireplace, began registration for the
sipping cocoa-=-that is, at 2010 winter intersession on
least most of them do. Some Nov. 2, 2009. The deadline
choose to stay in school over for students to register for a
break and either catch up, or Class is Jan. 2.
However, students JUSt
get ahead on their credits.
UM-St. Louis offers stu- looking to apply to UM-ST.
dents the opportunity to re- Louis must be accepted beceive 3 credit hours in two fore they can enroll in a class
weeks through participatioJ? for winter intersession. While
, in winter intersession. Win- r;n~y cOnsid~r winter inter inters~ssion goes from tersession to be a good deal
Jan. 4-16 20IO.The number credit-wise, there are some
of classes offered are orga- " for whom it is not a feasible
nized separately by each col- option.
lege a·t the university.
·See. WINTER, page 10 .
According to the website,

ANNA MARIE CURRAN

News Editor

JENNIFER MEAHAN/THE CURRENT
~

JEN O'HARA
Staff Writer

Thousands of people
pulled out markers and
pens and labeled "Love" on
their arms Novermber G,
2009. Since 200G, an annual
movement has been slowly
corning to the forefront'
more people join in and p~
ticipate. _
"To Write Love on Her
Arms" began as a solution to
help a friend, and slowly has
become a movement against
depression across the nation.
Jamie Tworkowski, the
founder of TWLOHA, had
a friend who was suffering
from drug addiction, de-'
pression and had arrempted
suicide.
After his friend had been
deni~d entry into a ueatment center, they collaborated -and wrote her sto.ry to
share, and created T:-shirt,s in
order to raise money for her
'treatment.
The story was first placed
on' Myspace . .
Within months, -the si'te
received mousands of re' sponses, in~ludlng -- those

as

who were suffering from de- havioral changes, and some- T-shirts iliat say "To Write
pression or had had suicidal times even physical changes" Love on Her Arms"
thoughts.
Dr. Emily Hamilton said,
"Initially, we just tried
TWLOHA continues to counseling psychologist at to raise money to pay for
post blogs on Myspace, in the University of Missouri- Renee's treatment, and then
addition to their TWLO- St. Louis.
the messages kept pouring
HA website, and responds
"Depression
is
more in, we kept selling t-shirts,
to thousands of messages, chronic and ongoing, so and eventually we, pretty
encouraging those going almost everybody feels sad early on, had to switch gears
through depression to seek some of the time, but if and not only funding her
help.
'
you're feeling sad, more days trearment1 but look at be"We're just trying to en- thart not a couple weeks at a coming a charity, you know,
courage people not to be time, really low, that's when becoming a bigger thing,"
alone, you know, just to I think you're feeling de- said Tworokoski.
reach out to a friend. Maybe pressed rather than sad."
Thousands of people now
to a counselor~ 'or to step
Two-thirds
of
all participate in "To Write
, into treatment just to get those
suffering
depres- Love on Her Arms" day by
the help we need and just sion ' do not seek help. writing the word "Love" on
learn that life goes a lot bet- "The one thing I would their arms, as a way to dister when we don't go alone," be crazy not to advocate is play it to others.
Tworokowski said.
counseling," Hamilton said.
The hope is by showing
Information from the
"Counseling is a great the word "Love" on arms,
others will question what it
World Health Organization thing to help you out of it."
shows that five to ten perAlmost four years since stands for, which will further
cent of a population at any , T~orokoski began what was promote the cause.
set time suffers from depres- an arrempt to save a friend,
Tworokoski was recently
sion.
the idea has expanded into a nominated for the MTV
,' According to the Uplift :, ~6~-profit campaign.
Good Woodie award, an
program; 18.8 million of
,Over half a million peo- award given to those who
tl;1~se arc;! ~ericans eighteen pl~' are members on TW- have shown a dedication for
. years and older.
'
LOHA's ' Myspa~e· . page. a social cause.
"Depression 'is when Bands such as' Switchfoot, ' , Tworokoski is the first
someone goes rhrough. a Paramore" and Uhderoath ·persov ever to be nominated
group ' 'of symptoms. You'll . hav~ pa,rticipated in promot- , that is not an artist.
see emotion,a l ' changes, ' bcf· ing the mdvement~ donning

Students in service
at UM-St. Louis
.

to receive. Also. many say it

which is sometimes described as the domestic
Peace Corps," Hill said .
"It's within an organization
called ~~uri ~pus
Compact, and the bottom

is grea[ to give back to your

line is to fight poverty."

community.
At the University of
Missouri-St. Louis there
are many ways in which
students can incorporate
volunteering into their life.
A plethora of individuals
are ready, willing and able
to help students succeed at

"I graduated. from Drake
University with a bio-chemistry degree, and there were
two organizations I was involved with in service," Hill

• MATTHEW B. HENRY
Staff Writer

..
There is an expression
that it is benet to give than

volunteering.
Megan Hill i~ one of

those individuals here at
UM-St. Louis who is dedicated tD 'hdpi g Individuals
incorporate service. Hill's

said.

"I knew that I wanted

~

i

to take a couple ·,of years
off and serve others before i
entering grad school" so I j'
came h ome to do this."
There are many organizations on campus actively :
involved in service from the i

of the MnIetinium Student

SnideR! Nurses .A$sociation
all the way through , to the
Greek societies with theif
phi~thropjes and .service I

Center within the Stuaent

p rojects.

office is on the third Hoor

Life ,complex. "1 actually
work for AmeriCorps*VJ,sta

_i

See SERVICE, page 10 ~1
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i io ?' examines affordability

SEQUITA BEAN
Features Editor

The National Education
Association has launched
a campaign called "Got
Tuition?" where campaign
volunteers travel around to
different universities across
the nation in an effort to
get signatures from students
who support the cause.
Their cause? To "bring
the issue of college affordability and the long-term
impacts of student debt to
the forefront of our national
debate," according to their
website gonuition.org.
They have already visited
several Missouri universit~es
including UM-Columbia,
Ivfaryville University and
Harris Stowe State College.
The non-partisan group
also took their campaign to
Ole J\1iss during the presidential debates last year hoping their appearance would
encourage the candidates to
bring up college a£fordabil~
ity in their discussion.
Missouri lawmakers have

recently voted in favor of the
College Cost Reduction and
Access Act.
The act will decrease the
interest rates in subsidized
student loans in half from
6.8% to 3.4% lllcrease
the Pell Grant ma.'{imum
amount for the neediest borrowers, and create a loan forgiveness program for public
sector employees.
Democratic representa-

Sam Jones, freshman undecided, feels the same way.
"I personally think its
great ... that way more tudents can go to coliege"
Jones said.
'·The only bad thing is if
every college is affordable
there won't be any competition, but the government
should help out--especiall
since
Presiden t
Obama
thinks American intelligence

"It's not right, it's not fair."
-Jason Roberts
tives unanimously voted in
favor of this new act, while
republican
representatives
did not.
Still, the act received a
majority vote, not to mention overwhelming support
from students.
"The government should
help students with their
loans after graduation because they use money on
things that aren't always useful for the people:' Kendra
Hicks, junior, communications said.

needs some work.

The idea of affordable
college.s and debt forgiveness
seems to win over most SUldents, but still some feel that
the notion is uniustifiable.
"It's not right, its not
fair," said Jason RobertS senior, media studi .
"'The mone has to come
from somewhere. Smdents
shouldn't attend a college
they cannot afford to begin
with.
Everyone is alv. .·ars looking for a bailout, we need

pump the brakes on excessive spending and take
responsibility for the bad
choices we make. '
Based on a research smdy
conducted by the United
States Department of Education
400,000 college
qualified high school graduates do not attend college
because they cannot afford it
every year.
Also according to the
study. 43% of students from
moderate income families with earnings between
$2 5 000 and $50,000 ar:e
unable to attend four-year
institutions.
The NEA encourages
students, gradu tes and parents to share stories of their
m uggles with Student loan
debt and tuition on their
website.
"'Their examples will show
policymakers why paying for
higher education shouldn't
become a path to pemlanent
debt or bankruptcy," written in a statement from their
website.

~

AARON HOLDMEYER
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SERVICE, from page 9
"We have about 45
organizations we work
with on a regular basis
and approximately 20 of
them do something with
either youth or children,
which are our biggest areas of service support,"
Hill said.
"One of the biggest is
Big BrotherslBig Sisters;
we have so many students
here doing that."
An organization on
UM-St. Louis' campus
that is very involved in
service is "Alpha Phi
Omega," the service fraternity. "Our tenants are
leadership,
friendship
and service," Shea Kelly,
junior, biology and president of Alpha Phi Omega
said. "This is a fraternity
but our main focus is service."
''I've been involved

for three years and presently we have about 40
members," Kelly said.
But don't let that word
fraternity fool you. "We
are co-ed," Kelly said. "As
we say at Alpha Phi Omega, some of my brothers
are sisters. We are about
50/50 in area of gender membership break
down."
"We have a service
event every weekend,"
Kelly said. "We also keep
in contact with Megan
so we can help out with
special projects like MLK
Day."
Relay for Life, which is
through Colleges Against
Cancer, is another very
active and fruitful service organization here on
UM-St. Louis' campus.
"It is a 24-hour event
here at UMSL while

similar events are done
around the world," Ashley Gilpin, junior, criminology and chairwoman
for UM-St. Louis' Relay
for Life chapter, said.
"Last year the St.
Louis area chapters raised
$814,198.00 during their
events with UM -St. Louis' chapter bringing in
just under $29,000.00,"
Gilpin said. "It's a 24hour walk-a-thon and a
great way to raise money
to fight cancer."
"Volunteering is probably one of the best things
you can do and not only
. for other people but for
yourself," Hill said. "It
sets you apart from yout
peers; you are giving
back, and now is the time
to do it. I'm here and I
can hook you up with an
organization."
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UMSL technology uncovered
Staff Writer

~

30, 2009

From installing .software
on laptops, plugging in ethernet cables and attempting to log into MyGateway,
UniversiTY of J\1issouri-St.
Louis students have to be at
least somewhat knowledgeable with current technology.
For some, this knm."ledge is easily acquired and
applied, thus making their
digital experience a smooth
ride. However a majority
of students have other priorities that do not include
knowing how to set up a
firewall on their desktops.
Luckily for them, UMSt. Louis Information Technology Services provides
them with a solution.
This solution includes
multiple services ranging
from classroom tech setup,
uetworking the university,
providing a support center to address problems for
members of the canlpus, to
many others.
"[We want] to provide
technology support to the

faculty, staff, and students
at UM-St. Louis," Mary
Fowler, director of user
services, said.
"What we want to do is
help people get whatever
they need done through
helping with technology. >
'''I want you to be able
to go to any lab, anv classroom, any place and have
the computer work.'1 Fowler said.
"Some day I envision it
like when you go turn on
the lights, you don t go, ' Oh
is the electricity on?' It's just
such a part of the day today
that you don't have to think
twice about it, but we do.
\V'ith this sustainable experience being their number one priority, the IT staff
is continually challenged by
several variables in the complex equation of IT.
From ensuring that their
networks have solid security .
to educating faculty members on how to maximize
their usage of online classrooms, the IT staff must be
able to adapt.

See TECH, page 20

WINTER, from page 9
International students who
return home for the holidays or
students looking to pick up extra hours at work during break
find that they do not have time
for the two-week classes.
Yuki Takashima, senior, international business said that
she initially had a lot of interest
in taking a class during winter
in tersession.
As an international student,
Takashima planned on taking
an online class to get a few extra credit hours to lighten her
spring semester.
However, after seeing the
classes available during intersession, she realized that there

were very few online classes
that would be beneficial to her
maJor.
"I wanted to take [an online class] so it'll be easier next
semester [be]cause I'm graduating in May, but they don't
offer many online courses and
I'm going back home for the
break:' Takashima said.
Fe~ for winter intersession
courses are the same as courses
during the fall and spring semester. Stu<;lents who are instate residents receive a lower
rate than students who are considered om-of-state residents.
If a student has scholarship
money available for the spring

semester, this money can also
be applied to the winter intersession if they choose to take a
course.
In some cases, there are also
scholarshi ps made available for
the winter intersession as well.
For more infomlation on
winter intersession at UM -St.
Louis and the specific courses
that will be offered, visit the
university's website for continuing education. There is a
list of available courses.
Takashima said that since
she will not be able to get ahead
in credils over break she will
"just have to try harder next
se!Dester."
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Top five Christmas gadgets
~

Jen O'Hara

Looking for some stocking sniffers for your

Staff Writer

favorite technophile? Here are five suggestions
you might want to check out.

1. Nook
This nifty little device allows
books to be at hand without
the back problems that result
from carrying 20-pound books
everywhere. The nook allows
over 1,500 eBooks, newspapers,
and magazines on 2GB storage.
Need more? Invest in the
MicroSD card and expand to up
to 17,500 titles. The nook has a
battery life of approximately 10
days, so feel free to take it on
road trips.

2. Olive 4HD

For the person whose CDs take up more room than
anything else, Olive has made lives easier. The
Olive 4HD holds 20,000 high definition tracks.
With the touch screen, finding a favorite song or an
artist is very simple. Think jukebox meets the 21 st
century.

3. Polaroid Pogo Instant Digital Camera
A modem take on the classic Polaroid
camera! The Pogo digital camera allows
picture takers to take, view, edit, and print
2x3 color shots in under 60 seconds.

4. Livescribe Pulse Smartpen

The Livescribe Pulse SmartPen contains an infrared
camera at the tip that captures everything written or
drawn with it. It also contains a microphone and bujltin computer that remembers everything written.

5. MindHex by MatteI
For the inner jedi, MatteI has designed
a brain-powered gadget. Put a headset
on and use brainpower concentration
to control a ball. The game includes
different challenges such as getting the
.ball through the hoop or over and under
different objects on the board.

--
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Educating
for action
SEQUITA BEAN
Features Editor

As an associate professor of history and education at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis, Dr. Laura Westhoff has also served as co-author and
lead historian on many Teaching American History grants.
She has been involved with several major publications including The
International Journal of Social Education, and WOmen5- History Review.
Her current research, "Educating for Activism" inspired her to look at
mid-cenrury social reform, democracy, and also women's history.
The Cun-ent: What made you want to become an educator?
Laura Westhoff: I've wanted to be an educator for most of my life.
I've just been passionate about history and I wanted to pass that along.
I think it's really exciting to share what I find exciting about history and
about asking questions and about seeking the world.
TC Why history?
LW: I love history because for me it helps me understand. It helps us
understand the human condition, the way the world is, and how people
operate. So I find it an immensely useful discipline for understanding all
areas of humanity.
TC Youre on the editorial board for women and social movements, a
resource for students about women and U.S. history; what has working on
that project been like?
LW: It's really opened my understanding of all aspects of U.S. history
because one of the things that historians end up doing is focusing fairly
narrowly on one period era of history, and being on that board expands
my opportunities to understand women's history across all of U.S history.
It also gives me the opportunity to work with other historians across the
country and their research.
TC What inspired _you m get into your current research, "Educating for
Activismr
LW: This project grew out of questions that developed as I was finishing my first book on social reform at the turn of the twentieth cenrury.
How do people become active, political agents and anempt to shape the
world around them? What in their formal and informal education influences their democratic activism? My research led me to look at a few
individuals to explore in this new work [such as] Myles Honon, Dorothy
Day and Fred Ross. I'm using those people through a collected biography to explore those questions about knowledge, activism and social
problems.
TC What is the educational value you hope m instill in your students?
LW: History is a really valuable subject for democratic participation
and that's really the most important thing I hope to get out of them.
It helps us both understand the U.S. and the context for how the U.S
has framed its actions [and] its domestic policy, and individuals have
shaped their actions and participated in public and private life, as well as
how our nation has acted.
I see the educational value to give us an understanding to how we can
be more critical analysts and critical thinkers as democratic citizens.
TC: What do you do in your free time?
LW: I spend time with my family, and friends, hike, explore St. Louis
with my sons, travel when I have the chance, knit, and watch Madmen
and Cardinals baseball.
TC: What is your favorite thing about UM-St. Louis?
LW: The thing I enjoy most is working with the broad range of students I encounter here. There is just so many different kip-ds of students
with different backgrounds. I really enjoy the diversity of the student
body.
.
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Hilarity for agood cause
'Christmas from the Heart' is pure Dylan
"Please take this away from me before I lose any more respect for the man," a Current staff member said after hearing
the second track ofBob Dylan's newest offering, "Christmas in
me Heart," the singer-songwriter's 34th studio album.
Such a knee-jerk reaction is not surprising, as Dylan is
known for throwing punches. Take for instance his 1970 album "Self Ponrait," for which a Rolling Stone reviewer famously started his review with the line, "What is this shit?"
Known for his esoteric opacity his entire career, this latest seasonal offering only backs up what have been some odd
public outings by the legendary performer.
Since 2006 Dylan has done a radio show, "Theme Time
Radio Hour,'" on XM Satellite radio, where he selects and DJs
songs around a theme, like coffee, shoes or jail. Recently; a
woman in a working-class New Jersey neighborhood called
police to report an old man in a hQodie loitering around. looking for the house where Bruce Springsteen wrote "Born in the
USA."
The man was Bob Dylan. Weeks later, he announced that
he had been contacted by several major auto manufacturers
about possibly lending his raspy voice to their cars' GPS systemS.

COURTESY / SONY PICTURE CLASSICS

Carey Mulligan and Peter Sarsgaard star in Lone Scherfigts "An Education." Rated PG-13 for mature thematic material involving
sexual content, and for smoking.

An Education' one
ofyear's best films
There are many ways to get an education, whether through school or life
experience. That is a major theme in
the excellent film "An Education," starring former St. Louisan Peter Sarsgaard
and gifted newcomer Carey Mulligan.
If you are a fan of "Mad Men," this
early '60s set British film will seduce
you as well. In fact, "An Education" is
one of the best films this year. Starting
with a screenplay by Nick Hornby, director Lone Scherfig has crafted a visually beautiful, intelligent film around a
coming-of-age story that garnered prizes and won over audiences at Sundance.
In early '60s London, bright but
sheltered teenager Jenny (Carey Mulligan) is dazzled by a smooth, cultured
30-year-old man. Handsome, worldly
David (Peter Sarsgaard) is different
from anyone in Jenny's world, like an
enticing open door to culnual riches
and an exciting adult life. Gifted, precocious, and on her way to Oxford,
Jenny lives a restric~ed life at an exclusive girls school that is just within reach
of her modestly middle-class, culturally-narrow parents (Alfred Molina and
Cara Seymour). Da.vid seems exciting

and exotic; he is a Jewish man in her
Church of England life, with knowledge of art, travel and fine wine, and he
is someone who drives a spons car and
spends weekends in Paris.
The audience can see the sly craft that
under-age Jenny misses in the 30-yearold David's smooth seduction. His
smooth maneuvers, including "chance"
meetings with Jenny and manipulating
her parents by exploiting their fear of
appearing anti-Semitic, open a door to
a new kind of education.
There are equal parts "Lolita" and
Svengali, and maybe a dash of "Breakfast at Tiffany's," in the starting premise
of "An Education," but this outstanding film plumbs unexpected depths.
It explores issues of coming of age, arrested development, the different kinds
of education and the acquisition of wisdom. The story turns in unexpected directions and offers real, fully developed
characters. Like "Mad Men," it is set in
a pre-feminist era, but change is on the
horizon, which provokes reflection on
experiences that shape one's life and offers real meat for post-film discussions.
This compelling story is gready aided
by nuanced acting. Newcomer Carey
Mulligan is a scene-stealer with a mix
of naivety and beyond-her-years intdligence. Peter Sarsgaard turns in one

of this year's most subtle .and powerful
performances as the complex David.
AI.fred Molina is wonderful as Jenny's farner, whose narrow view of life
allows him to see nothing but Oxford
in his daughter's future.
The cluelessness of her father and
mother betray their own limited experiences. Olivia Williams is unrecognizably dowdy as Miss Stubbs, one of Jenny's teachers, while Emma Thompson
is the brisk headmistress at her private
school. On the other side, Dominic
Cooper plays the charming Danny and
Rosamund Pike plays polished blonde
Helen, David's sophisticated friends
whose presence adds to his magic. The
whole ensemble works beautifully together.
The visual appeal of the film is great,
capturing perfectly the stylish, Audrey
Hepburn-fashionable look of the early
'60s. But the film has remarkable photography throughout, focusing in on
faces at emotionally crucial moments
and in visually contrasting her parents'
middle-class world and apartment with
David's spacious digs, sports car and
apparendy posh lifestyle.
TIlls in one of the must-see films of
the race-to-the-Oscars awards season.
'~ Education" is now showing at the
Hi Pointe Theater. A -Cate Marquis

But what do you expect from a man who at the height of
his glory in the 1960s poured a bottle of whiskey over his head
in front of reporters?
"Christmas in the Heart" reveals, if anything, that he is in
on his own joke,. and for a good cause.

See DYLAN, page 16

Trailer Park
Movies reviewed based on their trailers.

The Twilight Saga: New Moon. Vampires not juicy
enough for you? We've gotwolvey men! Still not enough juice?
Hot wolvey men! Still craving a drink of sweet juicy juice?
Hot Native American Wolvey Men! Yet further juice doth ye
desire? Main hot Native American Wolvey ·man is underage!
What~s the matter- can't handle the juice? F -Chris Stewllrt.

2012. Emmerich Smash! German-born director Roland Emmerich is at it again, destroying America for th~ third time
via slick digital camera, CGI effects, and untold millions of
budgeting. Something this fun to make should be, at very
least, fun to watch. Since John Cusack stopped being fun
about 12 years ago and Amanda Peer has never been fun we're
screwed by way of main charaaers, but wait- is that a world
monument collapsinglexplodinglimplodinglhuming/being
sWcillowed up by the earth over there? Why I ~ believe it is!
B- -Chris 5tmJllrt.

Disney's A Christmas Carol. You may balk at the idea
of an ultra-slick CGI version of Dickens' beloved classic novd.
So let us just remind you that, hey, this could be the .same
faithful-yet-funovanve stroke of genius that Disney's "Polar
Express" was a couple of years ago. Right? Right? C ~Chris

Stewart.
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Last week, the Guthrie Theater production
of "Lirrle House on the Prairie, the Mmin
cal made a visit to St. Louis' Fabulous Fox
Theater, running between Nov. 24-29. Based
on the semi-autobiographical "Little House"
book series wrirren by Laura Ingalls Wilder
over 70 years ago, the transition of this muchloved tale of a young girl's life on the Western
plains brought tears, laughter and ultimately
a standing ovation from enthusiastic audience
members .
Loosely-interpreted into a television series
that ran from 1974-83, Wilder's third book
lends its name to -both the TV series and musical. The musical used elements from both
the book and the television series to create
an interesting and somewhat new take on the
much-loved stories.
The play opens with the journey of the
Ingalls family to De Smet, S.D., in the early
1880s. "Pa" Charles (Steve Blanchard) wants
to take advantage of the U.S. government's offer of free land to any citizen who could build,
maintain and remain on a homestead for five
years.
While dreams ofland ownership are chased
by Pa, "Ma" Caroline (Melissa Gilbert) , a former school teacher, desires an education fo.r
her daughters. Ever-responsible eldest daughter Mary (Alessa Neeck) possesses a calm and
pleasing nature, and wishes to follow in Mas
footsteps by becoming a teacher.
A rebellious young girl in tarrered play-

.

clothes) Laura (Kara Lindsay) has no interest
in domestic chores or education, preferring
instead to help her father work the land. She
is intrigued by fast horses and instigates rowdy
behavior in school to the dismay of her teacher) 1v1iss E liza. Wilder (Meredith Inglesby).
Youngest daughter Carrie (Carly Rose Sonendar) is a mixture of her sisters, doing as she is
told but struggling to focus in school.
Covering the first three years the Ingalls
spent in De Smer) an enemy is found in the
town)s resident rich girl, Nellie Olsen (Kate
Loprest) , who snidely refers to the Ingalls sisters as "'country girls."
Love blossoms ber-ween Laura and Almanza Wilder (Kevin Massey), and :tviary loses her
eyesight as a result of scarlet fever during their
first, very harsh winter.
Possibly the biggest draw for the audience
was the actress Melissa Gilbert, who played
the lead role of Laura on the television series.
The audience's enthusiasm was revealed in the
hearty applause they gave upon her fust stage
entrance as well as her final bow.
"'Little House" as a musical worked well,
with music reminiscent of "Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers'" and "Oklahomal" Unlike "Be
Our Guest" in "Beauty and the Beast," the
song-and-dance numbers were not complicated or grandiose, bringing instead a downto-earth feel that reinforced the simplicity of
life on the prairie.
Additionally) in place of stagehands, the

actors made all of the frequent set changes,>
nearly each one taking place in full view of
the audience.
A method used by smaller theaters that
cannot afford to hire additional crew members, this added to the small-town feel of the
musical by paralleling the hard work of the
characters with the hard work of the actors.
The timing of the production with Thanksgiving may have been cleverly planned or a
simple stroke of scheduling luck as the story's

..

Local band Humdrum
ishumming along
Antarctica, a new venue on South Gravois, is an old, snow-white building with no
names and no Hyers, just white-painted brick
and a white-painted door. If you blink, you
might miss it.
Playing Antarctica on Nov. 20 was St.
Louis rock-quanet Humdrum, including
Dan Meehan on vocalslguitarlbass, Paul Maguire on vocals/guitar/bass, ·Phil Strangman
on delay pecfal/piano/guitar/vocals and Mic
Boshans on percussion/Yo.cals.
Upon arriving and seeing a handful of
stragglers standing around the deor, one
wondered if there was some kind of secret
handshake to get insicie. TIum the truth
comes out: a lapse in paying the electri<; bill.
The band was sitting outside in the cold because there were no lights. They must have
so~e time because their
been sitting for

mere

message corresponded with a day devoted to
family and giving thanks. If attendance is an
indicator, it may have been a welcome reprieve
from the often negative and over-me-top subjects of so much that is deemed entertainment
today.
Although the interpretation of the decadesold stories was different or new for many fans,
all-in-all it successfully pulled in the many elements which make up a musical. B+ -Stacy
Beckmholdt
•or'

pepperoni pizza had just arrived and they
~an devouring it intently while waiting
for the owner to rerum and install a generatOf. After roughly an hour, a generator was
properly installed and connected to the stage
lights, amplifiers and instruments, leaving
the rest of the club an ice-box Caravaggio.
But, somehow, nothing was 10SL .
The only light came from the stage-lights
propped toward the band~ casting their gargantuan shadows dancing on the walls behind them. In fact, kwas almost like aaually
being near the South Pole.
Cold and very dark, the club had a mysterious and lond y atmosphere. "When the
band was finally set up, juiced with power
and pizza, plugged-in and tuned-in, they
staned their first song. They did not even
need the generator. Humdrum generates
their own electricity and .their own curren t.
Their much larger, shadowy-counterparts
loomed behind them, a void simply needing
to be filled.
Though the band's name implies some-

thing dull and insipid, the band is 'anything
but. The quartet borrows Jargely from The
Shins, a kind of Hoaty, effervescent .pop that
shines the shoes and tips the service. 'The
acoustics were unreal: nothing but a garagestyle room with cement walls and floor and
curious fold-down rows of stadium seating
lining the perimeter of the Hoor beneath the
stage. The band members have long-toiled
the music scenes of St. Louis and they have
enough experience to pull this off. Mic beats
furiOUsly at the drums and Phil pounds keys.
There is nothing like it.
They appreciate the ethics ofkeeping voice
a major structure to the song, and The Beach
Boys come to mind. They are characterized
by indie flare, acr.o batic vocals and infectious
melodies, and they talk about psychedelic,
Qut-of-body experiences, .relationships with
the mystical, and the questioning of unreasonable heights. They are the gtandchi1dren
of Brian Wtlson, and it is indie-pop at its

finest.
Humdrum is already Hoating in space.

What's your take on Little House on the Prairie? What about Humdrum?
Speak your mind at www.thecurrentonline.com

--

Their self-released CD "Invisible Man" was
recorded by Ryan Wasoba of So Many Dynamos. The mix is definitely in the right '
place but needs dnim levels [0 be thicker
and louder. So much of the sound is ethereal,
space-chords and Hoating harmonies, and
the drums are the band's only anchor.
"Kaleidoscope" is by far the best track,
both musically and lyrically: "The sad song
you can't stop singingiI am the ringing in

your ears."
Track nine, "I'm In Love With a Mermaid," approaches the realm of Spoon's driving pop but guitarist Paul Maguire soft-steps .
lyrics. The fifth song is in danger of driving
into the on coming traffic that is Weezer; the
melody is not interesting, the lyrics are mUl.ldane. They would be wise to stick to their
own voice.
For having no dectridty and being in
deep South St. Lol.,lis, there were a number
of people digging it, siniling, tapping their
shoes and humming along to Humdrum. A-

--Kevin Korillek
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SWEET JAMS
This week's top 5 iTunes
downloads as reviewed by
The Current's Chris Stewart

.. AARON HOlDMEYER
Staff Writer

Walking around the tourth
floor of the-Social Sci nces Building, one rna. tumble upon an
eccentri photo exhibit:. Hanging outside of the doors of the
Public Policy Research Center are
se eral ppotographs and poems
belonging to an xhibit named
"City Seeds Urban Farm." Upon
first glance, these do not seem to
be of profes 'jonal caliber, however a quick read into their story
will provide a rather unique lens
through which to view them.
The individuals who took the
pictures and wrote the poems
were client of the St. Patrick
Center. a St. Louis establishment
that provides services to homeless
people. 1hey partook in a photography and horticulture class
that was aimed at teaching seyeral
skills, nor only in photography
but also in sustainable urban agriculture and dealing with common problems that accompany
homelessness.
Prior to the participants venturing inco snapping pictures,
they picked a pen and expressed
themselves through poetry. Their

CHERA MEYER / THE CURRENT

Photographers of all experience levels produced artvlJork for the PPRC Photography Project, "City Seeds
Urban Farm, located in the Social Sciences Building. Participants in the project backed by S1. Patrick's and
Gateway Greening were able to have a "professional" portrait done, while other shots were of a more
"behind-the-scenes" nature. The cloudy skies provided excellent diffusion for the photographers which made
the greenery stand out beautifully.
/I

task was to describe the conrrast
between how ther perceived
themsel es and ho\" the world
identified them. These poems
provided the heart to the exhibit
and really showcased the spirit of
the artists. They confronted difficult issues ranging from racism,
homelessness and self-esteem,
with a crisp and precise prose.
One poem stood Out in particular. The author Raymond Savage, cap'tured the core message of
the photographs and the purpose
of the class. His poem finishes by
saying, "Someone said that what
we do for ourselves "\vill die with
us, what we do for the. world and
others is immortal." Not only do

Native lmerican
wordsmith
.. SARAH Hill
Staff Writer

As he read from "War Dances," his latest
book of poems, to a full house at Mad Art
Gallery, Native American author Sherman
Alexie provoked laughter and a lot of thought.
Relating thoughts about how the audience's heritage affected his own heritage, Alexie chose some offensiveiy executed jokes and
well played follow-ups for his method. The
evening proved that he was more than enough

these individuals live up to this
credo by funhering a more sustainable St. Louis through their
gardens, but also their photography provides an example for generations to corne.
Their photOgraphs range from
self-portraits and aesthetic city
shots, to capturing the hard work
that goes into nurturing the.ir garden. While the images are lacking in consistent compositio,nal
control, me content is really their
driving force. Be it an abstract
pile of work tOols to a worker gazing out into the city surrounded
by his growing garden, these photos have a cinema verite feel that
is expressed in their use of natural

of a comedian and energetic speaker to keep
the audience in tune, while popping open a
few minds due for rowdy exposure.
The comedic nature continued throughout
the reading, which was more like a stand-up
routine as Sherman Alexie made the audience
laugh and clap for his performance of personal perspective. It was embellished in a way, as
all stories are.
Referencing a place can signal the recognition of a personal lesson within the Native
American culture, and it is the aspects of the
place which relate to the characteristics of the
lesson.
Alexie, often questioned on the validity
df his stories, uses this kind of concept in a
written fashion. Painting a moving mental
and physical picture for the reader, Alexie re-

light and their unconventional,
even if non-purposeful, composition.
Their documentary feel and
purpose re eal an aspect of the
artist that is often lost in highlystylized photography today. It
is obvious that these were taken.
b amateurs. However instead
of detracting from the overall
appeal they inject a vigor that
should be inspirational to other
residents of St. Louis.
These often forgotten citizens
gave something back to their city
not only in terms of "green" produce but also in capturing the
spirit of a city that has nor given
them much.

lates memories in a way that the lessons come
across more distinctly through exaggeration
and fabricadon. Rendered by a language artist
and superb storyteller, his work is, then, "true
even when it is not trUe," Alexie said.
Covering poems and stories on his alcoholic father, a situation that brought Alexie
a large amount of mental stress throughout
his upbringing, he related humorous anecdotes about his boyhood and lessons in sex.
Switching into what he called the "Rez" accent, Alexie recounted a tale of how he, along
with cousins and young male friends, were
told by a drunken father about the place on
a woman's body that he liked to call "a little
man in a boat."

See AlEXIE, page 21
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'Fireflies'
Owl City

OWLC1TY
~t;71~n

It,,,,! -;-.'

,:"

My shawty's like a
melody. My shawty's like a melody.
My shawty's like a
melody. My shawty's
like a melody. My shawty's like a melody.
My shawty's like a melody. My shawty's like
a melody. My shawtis like a melody. My
shawty's like a melody.

The Black Eyed Peas
are fairly fun, fairly
talented, fairly harmless. This. new pop
ballad is a hooktastic
love song with a kick-ass video that demonstrates that the ~as still value creativity and
fun without sacrificing heartfelt sentiment

.....
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Gallery 210 exhibit deconstructs America
~

JOE SCHAFFNER
Staff Writer

Throughout the semester, conspicuous red boxes holding clothing were
seen scattered throughOut campus.
The "anivist" Jesus Macarena-Avila was
using the clothes to build a display at
Gallery 210 as pan of his exhibit ''AllAmerican."
Jesus Macarena-Avila's multi-media
an exhibit (~ American" opened Ocr.
22 in Gallery 21 D's room A and runs
through Dec. 5.
The clothes were arranged into 10 or
12 pyramids.
There was nothing particularly bifurcating between them; each appeared
to be a jumbled mixture that any child
could potentially have accumulated
over ' the years. This was parr of the
charm of the exhibit. M~carena-Avila
was on a mission to blur differentiating
characteristics.
That, and the obsession with clothes.
Nearly every photograph placed in the
(Oom displayed clothes in some' odd
combination. Boxer shorts were superimposed with an old rube sock in a particularJy memorable photo.

A note from the artist to clarify this
vesriary dement of the exhibit was included: "The clothes and photographs
interpret the cultural and physical
aspectS/elements of a reconstructed
~erican' landscape. Since clothes are
coming from a variety of communities and even from my colleagues and
friends, I want to explore the 'melting
pot' as a myth and deconstruct the
mainstream definition."
Another prominent feature was a
makeshift message board that encircled
the room. Someone, perhaps the artist,
wrote starter words like "Community,"
"Family," and "Self-Expression" on it.
From there, markers were handed our
and anyone that came to the exhibit
had free reign to create a masterpiece
or destroy one.
Predictably, the responses ranged
'from profound interpretations to capricious surfeiting. On the same sheet
of paper that someone had questioned
the role of drugs, violence and poverty,
another had asked whether the reader
preferred "Cards or Cubs," and ano't her
drew a pair of orbicular constructions
that looked suspiciously like breasts.

And it worked fine. It was cenainly
fun to look at how the society at UMSt. Louis could have such vast differellces in interest, and yet still be a part
of the same "sheet of paper," so to
speak.
That said, there were fundamental
problems with the exhibit.
An artist handing his audience a
blank sheet of paper and telling them
to create an is somewhar offensive. The
artist is supposed to have the improved
eye for humanity, not the audience. It
is like entering a coloring contest and
asking the judges to color in the pages
for you.
Secondly; for all of the pluralistic
charm that Macarena-Avila's exhibit
showed off, it still stunk of a certain
kind of subjectivity. At one display several comics and books about art were
put inside. The immediate and practical reaction was to wonder where Paula
Deen's cookbook was. That, or frOID
where the census came that gave Macerena-Avila the idea that America read
books about art.

See AVILA page 21

DYLAN, fram page 13
The first thing you see as soon as you open up the album is a
pin-up picture of a Betty Paige-esque sexy Mrs. Claus, and 100
percent of proceeds from U.S. sales of the album go to Feeding
America, a charity that distributes food to families in need.
The music is pure Dylan, and that means folk music in its
truest sense. After all, what is a bigger part of our folk rradition
than holiday music? Backed by his touring band and a choir,
he delive.rs exactly what you would expect from a Christmas album recorded and produced under his now-ironic pseudon}'TI1
, Jack Frost: rraditional lyrics, classy music and scratchy Tom
Waits-like vocals.
There is an emphasis on that voice though, as there are no
layers of musical texture to hide it when singing time-worn
traditional tunes.
Haggard and bare, it makes sure to remind you that this
man is no Bing Crosby, and that is the point.
The resulr is nothing less than hilariously profound. Really,
who would not want to hear the man who sang "Subterranean
Homesick Blues" and "Like a Rolling Stone" sing Christmas
carols like "Silver Bells" and "Have YOillSelf a Merry Little
ChriStmas)' ?
But, this raises more questions than answers. For instance,
why did Dylan nor do "Silent Night" or "Feliz ~avidad?"
What about "1 Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus?"
OK, the man still has plenty of dignity, and thar is why he
did not. Still, th.e alOUffi is nothing shon of a gem in terms of
pop culture. It is the definitive singer-songwriter of the pasr
three generations doing what was once known as the cheapest
cop-out album a major artist could do, all in the name of a
good cause. Give it an ''A,'' for style, hilarity and compassion.

A -Andy Phipps
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Black Friday is a name
that retailers like because it
is a time that they can (hopefully) move their books from
the red of not making money,
into the black of profitability.
It is also a term that the
naysayers of capitalism and
all-around cynics used to
help describe our country's
mad rush of consumption.
Last year, Black Friday had
a different and mare macabre
meaning when Wal-Marr employee Jdimytai Damour was
crushed to death by a frenzied mob of shoppers. A man
actually perished in America's
mad rush for savings.
Thankfully, none of that
happened this year. This ar's
Black Friday as a bit more
subdued than last ear's-the
crowds w re still there, bur
the ravening bargain hunting
" as not q ui[e as fervent.
It an go withour saying
that this is the time of the
year that people ppear to be
more concerned about liv- '
ing in a peaceful world and a
cordial coexistence with their
neighbors.
Retailers seemed to have
taken notice that things had
gotten out of hand and took
measures to prevent other occurrences like the one that
took the life of Mr. Damour.
This year \Val-Marr started
purting out their heavily reduced 'door-busters' on the
sales Boor randomly starting
at midnight, the logic being
that there would be fewer
people to stamp when a certain item went on sale. Since
there were no deaths reported
this year, one can assume this
tactic was successful.
Since there were few, if
any, deaths as a result of
Black Friday frenzy before
2008, it could be argued that
this was an unnecessary step
to take. The death of a customer or employee on Black

lack F·day America's biggest sale brings in the bucks

Friday had more to do \vith
poor planning of the retailer
than the frenzy of consumers
in the first place.
The Current begs the q uestion to be answered of why
everything has to happen in
this one day?
Granted there are the 28
days of shopping between
Black Friday and Christmas
Eve, so why is there a need
for all of the greatly reduced
loss-leaders to be offered the
first day?
Not only that, but in the
first six hours of that day.
The pressure that retailers put on customers to pack
their stores (and in turn not
their competito rs) in the
opening minur s of busin s
that Frid y cau
people to
ha e unnece ary mob mentali tie .
Because of this mentality craziness en ue . For
instance two p pIe want
the same item and ther'
only one left-punches are
thrown.
Because violence is never
the answer, The Cu rrent has
some sugg~stions to avoid
these
holiday
shopping
nightmares.
1his holiday season, we
should all try to embrace the
"holiday spirit"-the giving
nature we should be celeb rating.
Next time we want to fight
over the last $5.99 DVD, we
should be the bigger person
and let the other person have
it. If that does not work, try
and see if another store has
the same item arid will price- match it.
We should remember that
queues are there for a reason.
People need to learn to wait
their turn!
If you simply cannot wait, .
or have more pressing matters, ask an employee if the
store can ~old your rilerchan-

NO, DAN, IT'S

ZOMBIES?!

BLACK FRIDA Y.
THOSE ARE OUR
CUSTOMERS!

PHIL FREEMAN/ THE CURRENT

dise until you return for it.
Most department stores
have a 24-hour hold policy,
and sometimes that can be
stretched if you ask the store
manager.
On busy shopping days-,
employees
are
running
around the store like mad,
stocking this and grabbing
thar. People frequently stop
them to ask questions. If you
cannot find someone to help
you in the stOre, be patientthey'll get to you. It helps to
be near a cash register, too--

standing in the middle of the
merchandise craning your
neck for assistance doesn't
seem to help.
Another
suggestion-if
you have an item to return
that you purchased on previous day:, do not try and-return
it on a day like Black Friday
or Christmas Eve. · Most
stores have a 90-day mei:chand:ise return policy, so just
wait a couple days. You Will
still get the same amount of
money back if you come ~ack ., '"
on a less busy day.

'I '

Overall, we should all remember that the employees
at these stores are people too,
with feelings and frustrations
like everyone else.
Just embrace that holiday
spirit and thank those fellow
countrymen who help- you
and ring you out. ' If you are
feeling especially jolly, strike
up .~ actual conversation
wIfe. th~y ring , .y0urs~
OUt; It WIll make everyo'n es
ay better. It does not h~ve to
be anything deep, but simple
things like inquiring how

their day is going or saying
"Wow,
to day's
crazy,
how're you holding up?"
helps employees feel like
actual real-life people, not
mindless puppets with scan
guns.
It has been said that the
world would be a better place
if everyone had to work .a
Christmas retail shift once in
their life. The Current doesn't
know. about that, bur we do
know that a little compassion
will make everyone's holiday
happier and more pleasant:
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This just in from
the Too Good to be
True desk: a recent
feud ben:veen California governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger and
San Francisco assemblyman Tom Ammiano has culminated
in a gubernatOrial vetO
memo in which the
first letter of each line
Chris Stewart
spells what is perhaps
the most common and
direct obscene two word phrase, beginning with a certain four-letter word and ending with "you" .
Schwarzen egger's office promptly stated that the
"hidden message" is "a coincidence." It is so compelling
however (there are no extra lines or letters) that upon
first glance it appears to be a hoax. The vetO, issued on
Oct. 12, reads as follows:

CS

Palin and Schwarzenneger dip into the
dubious tactics of modern name-callitics

the possibility that Schwarzenegger has resorted to such
foolish (albeit creative) and childish means of expressing frustration, it would seem that public decorum is all
but extinct from our modern era of American policical
discourse.
It may be flogging a dead horse to mention the deterioration of cable news networks into pandering, sappy,
embarrassingly lopsided propaganda machines (equally
egregious on both sides) driven by self-obsessed pundits
who shout, cry, spit, and call for revolution.
Still, when such pundits exhibit arguably more influenCe over everyday Americans' conversation than politicians themselves, it must make it more tempting for
representatives to express themselves in the same pointless and petty manner.
Obama has not been innocent of this.
While overall he has done a superb job of keeping
cool, level-headed and avoiding the partisan blubbering,
he has let undignified remarks slip.
His calling the police officer who arrested Dr. Gates
"stupid" was the wrong word choice for the president,

"I am returning Assembly Bill 1176 without my signature.
For some time now I have lamented the fad that major issues are overlooked while many
unnecessary bills come to me for consideration. Water reform, prison reform, and health
care are major issues my Administration has brought to the table, but the Legislature just
kicks the can down the alley.
Yet another legislative year has come and gone without the major reforms Californians
overwhelmingly deserve. In light of this, and after careful consideration, I believe it is
unnecessary to sign this measure at this time,"
-Governor Schwarzenneger's suspiciously alligned Oct, 12 veto letter
The PDF of that vetO was taken from http://www.
msnbcmedia.msn.com, bur the StOry, broken by the San
Francisco Chronicle, has been picked up by a slew of
syndicated publications.
fu for the feud portion of the vetO, that growing theory comes since San Francisco assemblyman Ammiano
recently pulled a Joe-"you lie, Obama!" -Wilson moment at a Democratic Party fundraiser in San Francisco.
When Schwarzenegger made an unexpected appearance, Ammiano called our a number of rude remarks,
including the much-discussed "kiss my gay ass."
In remembering Wilson's ourburst and now realizing

for instance.
It is not that he cannot have opinions, or even that I
disagree, it is just that he needs to remain an adult voice
in a political landscape of bickering children.
The same goes for Schwarzenegger, Ammiano, Wilson, and the rest.
There is a time and a place for everything.
Let's keep our official forums just that: places where
we can try to professionally deal with the very real
problems thac for many people who are suffering, poor,
sick, and discriminated against, are no simple shouting
match but rather serious daily issues.

These past two weeks it has
been hard to miss former Alaskan Governor and Vice Presidential candidate Sarah Palin, with
her appearing everywhere from
"Oprah" to the cover of Newsweek magazine, which we still do
not know if she reads, even after
that hard-hitting Oprah interview.
This media coverage was due
to her memoir, «Going Rogue:
An American Life," which had
become a runaway bestseller before a single copy even left the
guarded warehouses where they
were kept after the first run had
been printed.
Indeed, the publisher of the
memoir kept the book under total lockdown prior to its release.
The warehouses where it was kept
were guarded and journalists were
not given advance copies for review. However, the Associated
Press refused to be deterred.
The wire service literally went
on a crusade to get a copy of the
book before it would be officially
available to anyone else aside from
Palin and her ghostwriter. According to an internal memo that the
AP circulated to staff members,
"the AP had owned the story from
the start," and "was determined to
get the first copy."
They ul timately did when
a small bookstore somehow received their shipment early and
put the books on the shelves five
days early. They bought a copy
and then gave it the literary review nobody else had.
Actually, that last statement is a
misnomer. What the AP actually
did with the book, to quote them
directly, was that they "ripped it

from its spine and scanned if into
the system so it could be read and
electronically searched." Within
40 minutes of their electronic fact.
check of the text, they had leads
on misleading information in it,
which they broke as a news story
picked up by many news outlets.
The AP gave themselves a
glowing review of their journalistic legw-ork in this internal memo
and possibly rightfully so, though
I believe that their methods here
may be in need of some questioning themselves.
I am by no means an admirer
of Sarah Palin.
I have yet to actually meet anybody in person who is, but if I do,
I will "veep uncontrollably like
Glenn Beck out of general despair
for my country, though in a genuine vein.
However, I genUinely question
the motives of the AP in this instance tor twO reasons.
One is that whether they had
gotten their hands on the book
early or not, the fact check and
review would have not been that
dissimilar to shooting fish in a
barrel.
On the can1paign trail last fall,
Palin was notOrious for her spinning and general detachment
from reality when it came to the
facts. In this light, many of the inaccuracies that che AP cited in her
book were the same old inaccuracies she had uttered before, .both
on the campaign trail and after.
Second, I wonder how much
of the AP's fervor in getting ahold
of a copy of the book was fueled
by a genuine journalisticquest for
facts, or if it is just them giving in
to Palin's warped status of celebrity. While they deserve credit for
tracking the book down and tearing it apart, the book was a hot
topic, as is its subject
Do they do this to every political autobiography that comes out
by any political figure of any stature? I hope so for their sake, and
if this is not the case then I think
that the AP just shot off a lot of
journalistic bullets killing the fish
in that barrel.
And they didn't do it from a
helicopter ei ther ...
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ed library -hours at UMSL a,e overdue

As a student at University
of Missouri-St. Louis, I feel
I am given access to some of
the best resources for a topnotch education.
We have a city library on
campus, internationally rec-

ognized professors, and an
international business program (among other degree
programs) that continues to
grow in prestige.
However, there is always
room for improvement and I
vote we start with the libraries on-campus... or at least
with the hours they are available for use.
When I first came to UMSt. Louis I was surprised at
the handful of times students
were able to study in the libraries on campus.
Obviously, I realized that
not all campuses had libraries open to the campus community 24/7, but it was surprising that a university like

•

Killi g Ie S:

Here is a word association:
What's the first thing that
you think of when you hear
the word "landmine"?
Is it children? If it is not, it
should be.
Every year around the
world, dozens to hundreds
of children are killed and
maimed by these insidious
explosive devices.
Sadly, landmines are one
of the biggest culprits for the

worldwide death and maiming of children, according
to the United Nations Children's Fund's web site.
Everyone is vulnerable to
landmines, obviously, but
children more so than adults.
If an adult comes into contact with a mine, there's a
possibility of serious injury
or the loss of a limb.
Children, however, due to
their small stature, are more
likely to die or lose multiple
limbs.
The design of the mines
themselves poses problems as
well.
The old Soviet 'butterfly'
mine buried by the millions
in Afghanistan typically looks
like some kind of toy to children.
In Iraq, Kurdish children
have used round mines as improvised wheels for toys, and
in Cambodia, B40 anti-per-

UM-St. Louis had such meager pickings for study time
at the library, which I found
(and still consider to be) very
disappointing.
UlvI-St. Louis has built its
reputation as a "commuter
school'"' where all students
can come for an education,
meaning that the fresh-outof-high-school freshmen can
share a biology class with a
mother-of-two who has returned to school for her degree.
I expected the libraries
and their hours of operation
to fit the needs of all the students, not just the ones who
had enough time during the
day to get all of their work

done.
expected hours that
would accommodate both
the student working her way
through college with two
jobs and the student who
unfortunately, found himself with obnoxiously loud
neighbors who always seem
to be having their parties the
night before an exam.
I didn't expect to find
striCt hours with library techs
who glare if a student spends
one minute on the computer
past when the computer lab
of the library closes, but that
was what I discovered as the
norm for UM-St. Louis.
I understand a common
concern associated with 24-

hour libraries: the students
will procrastinate and sleepdeprive themselves.
While I see how this
could be perceived as a consequence of more flexible
hours, I don't think that it is
100 percent accurate.
Closing the library at 10
p.m. instead of midnight is
not going to promote students starting their homework any earlier.
To me, having such restricted library hours seems
like it would have a negative
effect on students.
For example, instead of
starting a paper a day early
because the library closes at
10, why not just skip classes

the day before their paper is
due to score an extra couple
of hours in the library?
Restricting the hours
students have access to the
study-conducive atmosphere
of the library can have no
desirable effect.
In my opinion, if UM-St.
Louis wants to continue attracting more and mor~ students, as appears to be the
rrend with enrollment, the
university should consider
implementing a 24-hour
study area on campus.
In the very least, hours
could be extended around
and during finals week out
of consideration for the exua
work students will have.

Landmines still killing children around the world
sonnel mines are often used
for games.
Afghanistan, A..l1gola and
Cambodia have the highest number of undiscovered
landmines in the world, as
well as a combined 85% of
the world's land-mine casualties.
By itself, Angola has "an
estimated 10 million landmines and an amputee population of 70,000, of whom
8,000 are children," according to Unicef
Past presidents have declined to sign any international treaties regarding the
banning of landrnines or additional funding for the 10eation and removal of these
little destroyers.
When Barack Obama
was elected last year to be
the President of the United
States, he ran on a platform
of Change.

Change In government,
particularly changes in governmental policy.
Change from the disastrous Bush-era of U.S. isolationism, Cowboy-ism and
well, Bush-ism.
Last week, a spokesman
for President Obarna said that
"This administration undertook a policy review ... and
we determined that we would
not be able to meet our national defense needs nor our
security commitments to our
friends and allies if we sign
this convention."
Really? "Friends and allies"-,- like the North Atlantic Trade Organization?
The same NATO whose
member nations have all
signed the treaty except for
the United States?
Surely not those friends
and allies. Of the major nations, only the U.S., Russia

and China have not signed
this treaty.
Of those three, one is a
former Super Power who
seeded an incredible amoun t
of landmines into a small
Middle Eastern country, one
is a totalitarian Communist
government, and the other
is a nation reviled by smaller
countries for its unfriendly
stances and power grabs.
With all of the firepower
the U.S. commands (Tomahawk cruise missiles, tactical "bunker-buster" nukes,
JDAM smart bomb guidance
systems), surely we can do
the humane thing and disarm
ourselves of landm.ines.
They do far more trouble than good, and are and
should be a relic of a bygone
time.
Back then, most wars were
fought between two clearly-defined opposing forces

instead of between a wellarmed military power and
hide-and-go-seek guerilla insurgents.
Landmines harm innocent civilians more than they
harm enemy forces.
In a time of ..,var against
faceless foes, landmines have
no place.
The U.S. is supposed to be
trying to change its image, to
be less Team America, World
Police, and more mindful of
fellow countries.
We're trying to be a leader,
a role model for smaller, upand-coming nations. In this
case, though, the U.S. is lagging sorely behind.
Sure, we spend a paltry
sum in the name of disarming landmines, but this action is worthless without us
committing to end our use of
them.
Think of the children.

'-
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Are ul ies bornor made?

Don't quit your day job, Lindsay

Are bullies born or made?
Bullying is a growing problem
in American schools and has
been linked to school shootings and suicides. Tackling
this problem has remained an
el usive task.
While parenting was once
given the greatest blame, research now indicates that genetics may playa larger role.
A 2007 study by researchers
at the Institute of Psychiatry
at King's College in London
and at Duke University, published in Journal of Child
Psychology and Psychiatry,
found that 61 percent risk of
being a bully and 73 percent
of risk of being a victim could
be attribured to genetics.
The study used 1,000 pairs
of twins as its sample and
found that 12 percem had
been bullied and 13 percent
frequently bullied others.
The researchers noted that
there is a great deal of research that shows strong links
between psychological traits
and genetic influence.
The picture is less clear for
cases where children join in
bullying in an effort to direct
a bully's attention away from
themselves.
Bullying can mean physi-

cal imimidation, violence or
verbal abuse, and while bullies ate more likely to be boys,
girls buUy as well.
Bullies usually have authoritative personalities and
the behavior tends to run in
families with authoritative
parems, who are demanding,
directive and unresponsive,
according to a survey of research presented by a University of Cincinnati graduate student in sociology at
the 2008 annual meeting of
the American Sociological
Association. In other studies, bullying has been linked
to sleep disturbances such as
sleep apnea.
It has been assumed that
bullies respond coldly to
their victim's suffering, bur
one study indicates they may
enjoy inflicting pain.
Research conducted by
University of Chicago and
published in Biological Psychology in 2008 used Functional 1viagnetic Resonance
Imaging (f1vfIU) brain scans
to look at the respom::s of
eight 16 to IS-year-old aggressive boys.
When the aggressive boys
watched a video clip of someone hurting another person,
the scans showed increased
activity in an area of the brain
associated with
rewards,
while a non-aggressive control group did not have this
response.
According to a study published this year in the Journal
of Youth and Adolescence,
"Individual Characteristics
and the IVlulriple Contexts
of Adolescent Bullying: An
Ecological Perspective," several factors increased bullying

in teens. These included frequent TV watching, lack of
teacher support, a school environment that enables bullying, and parents or schools
with low expectations.
Imerestingly,
having
friends and a social support
network of peers increases the
chance of bullying in teens
with that tendency.
Research indicates that
traditional
school
antibullying responses, such as
classroom discussions and
school posters, are largely ineffective. One reason is that
students identified by adults
as bullies may not see themselves that way.
Teens who do not see
themselves as bullies because
they only 'sometimes' bully,
others or have good grades
or success in sports, may not
consider school message bulletins as being abour them,
according to research presented at the 2009 meeting
of the A..merican Sociological
Association by Brent Harger
of Albright College in Reading, Penn ylvania.
However, remaking the
school environment to promote empathy does help reduce bullying.
Creating an environment
that is not conducive to bullying, giving bullies positive
reinforcement for empathetic behavior, removing peer
group suppon and helping
the victims to deal with bulIJing will all help reduce the
problem.
Vinual reality games can
also help victims learn to deal
with bullies, according to one
study.

A disasterous opening proves what we already knew

The fashion world is

still snickering weeks after
"actress" Lindsay Lahan's
debut as artistic advisor
for the legendary fashion
house Emmanuel Ungaro
at Paris Fashion Week.
The president of Ungaro, Mounir Mouffarige,
hired Lohan weeks prior
because he felt the line
could use her youthful outlook, and even that "vas met
with much dismay from
fashion critics.
Nevertheless,
Mouffarige stood by his choice of
Lahan and paired her with
Spanish designer Estrella
Archs for Ungaro's Spring
20 10 collection.
An "embarrassment" is
what fashion bible Women's Wear Daily called the
debut. During the show,
models strutted one by one
down the runway wearing
cheesy hot pink, orange and
sparkly dresses, no shirts
with heart shaped pasties
covering their nipples and
derrieres, and dresses cut
so short one model's butt
cheeks were hanging out of
the bottom.
There was no couture
that Ungaro is known for,

not even one floor-length it needed-it succeeded,
gown. Afterward, Archs but I havc 'afeeling it isn't
and Lohan took their final the press he was looking
bow while audience mem- for.
bers sat in shock at the preWhy did he think Lasentation. Archs was stone han was a good choice to
faced, pulling Lahan who begin with? .
reluctantly took the stage
She hasn't been a "hor"
with a bucker of tears in celebrity since after her first
her eyes.
stint in rehab.
Fashion critics ripped
For the past couple of
her to shreds.
". y~s, he : r1 p b~
Lindsay is placing the .. crea~g better pUnCh hhes
blame on the label, saying than fashion lines.
that everything was rushed
Her movies have been
an.d put together last min- horrible, her image is sharute. You don't say?
tered, and let's not forget
Everything that carne she is looking like a Pillsdown that runway looks bury Toaster Strudel these
like it could be found -at - days -wtm- her-6Ver-ly-tanned
Forever 21, or worse, Dots. skin. She is the Joan Rivers
Emmanuel Ungaro him- of our generation and won't
self was appalled, but there go away even if we beg her
is nothing he can do about
to.
it because he sold his legThis is what happens
endary brand in 2005.
when fashion houses leave
It must make him sick their vision in the hands of
to have his namesake label celebrities.
collapse under the weight
It's true that celebrities
of heart-shaped pasties, sell clothes: that's why it's
glitter and t-shin length a good idea to dress them.
dresses. Unfortunately all However, giving them crehe can be is mad, and all we ativc control over an entire
fashion line is ridiculous
can do is laugh.
Can you just stick to act- and should be met with
ing Lindsay?
knee slapping laugh~€r.
Acting and fashion reIt was r~\~ealed early last
ally are two art forms that week that Lohan will conare in no way related, and tinue her position as creyou can't just throw on a ative advisor for the brand
Zac Posen dress with some and will show another
Louboutins and consider collection at the Paris Fall
yourself a fashion know-it- 2010 Fashion Week.
all.
Designer Stella McCartThis is an industry filled ney has also just annolllced
with blood, sweat and tears that pop singer Leona Lewand you haven't earned the is will be designing a collecright missy
tion under her namesake
Mouffarige thought that label this spring.
Let's cross our fingers on
having Lohan on the team
would get Ungaro the press this one.

TECH, from page 10
"It's a balancing act between security, speed and
user friendliness," Brad Bilyeu, system support analyst,
said
"I think it's exciting to
work in a place where change

is a part of our every day life,"
Fowler said. "It's a commitment to learning. I think everybody here is committed to
learning and staying on top
of the changes."
''I'm actually more mo-

tivated by the weird ones
or the ones that all the conventional types of fixes don't
work," Bilyeu said.
Along with the peculiar
cases, Bilyeu finds that students provide a strong stimu-

Ius for his eagerness to learn.
"[Students are] using alternatives like Linux," Bilyeu said.
"I started just getting into it
on my own time, just so I'd
have some basis of what it
was, [and] how it worked."

.
In the month of October
alone, the support center
received around 1,877 individuals looking for solutions
to their tech problem. "1his
is the nature of technology,"
Bilyeu said.
.

"We can buy the most
expensive hardware, put the
most expensive software on
it, have a team of highly paid
consultants configure it for us
... [but] at some point its going to break."
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Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Other rates vary. To
place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or less),. your name, and student
or employee number to thecurrentads@~msl.edu, or call 516-5316.

10 0 ANNOUCEMENTS
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your announcements, including 'Iegal announcements, wedding announcements, lost & found items, and
much more. Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrentads@umsl.edu to place your ad today!

200 TRANSPORTATION
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your transportation needs, including ads selling cars, trucks( vans, campers, boats, trailers, motorcycles and
more. Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrentads@umsl.edu to place your ad today!

HiltonSt. Louis Airport
We have immediate
openinp fur enthusiastic
individuals looking to start their

career.
Please send resumes to!
cherie.bemasco@bilton.com
or by fu C3t4) 423-451+
Phone calls welcome (314) 426-5500

300 EMPLOYMEN T
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your employment
needs, including help wanted, sales positions, office positions, internships, child care wanted,
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrentads@umsl.edu to place your
ad today!

400 FOR SALE
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your selling
needs, including textbooks, clothes, pets, computers and much more! If you need to sell it, sell
it here! Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrentads@umsl,edu to place your ad today!

500 S ERVICES
Computer repairlWebsite hosting developing
IT networking services at competitive pricing. By students for students.
Please contact 636-6 14-4413.
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising
services, including home and lawn care, business servtces, roofing, siding, cleani ng, tutoring,
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrentads@umsl.edu to place your
ad today!

Normandy Apartments: Walking distance from UMSL.
1 Bedroom $435.00
2 Bedroom $505.00
Spacious floor plans lon-site laundry facilities
Maryland Apartments:
Beautiful floor plans
Studio $499.00 (Special rate)
1 Bedroom Loft $799.00 (Special rate)
Call Penny @ 314-276-5923 or email atpenny.crawford@greystonepartners.com
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising
services, including home and lawn care, business services, roofing, siding, Cleaning, tutoring,
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrentads@umsl,edu to place your
ad today!

CHILDCARE, from page 3
I think that would be an incentive for
some people to come to school here," Gentile
said.
Navin said that while the survey has had
some response, the nwnber of people taking
it could be improved. The survey takes
approximately 10 minutes to complete, bur

could have lasting effects on childcare at
UM-St. Louis.
"1 just really, I think that high quality
childcare made available to UMSL facuity,
stalf, and students just allows everybody to
do their jobs a little bit better and they oo11't
have to worry about their child," Navin said.

ALEXIE, from page 15
His father informed them, in a drunken
reservarion accent, thar they had to just 'flick
irn righr and a woman would <love you. Sherman Al . ' explained to the audience immediat ly after this that he received an e-mail
from a woman ho attended an earlier re'.ldin g that said "Flick is a violent and parrl. rchal word." He responded that although his
, knowledge was limi.t d," he did remember an
earl i r occasion in hi life here a woman specificall mId him to 'flick it . She responded
with, You re funn .'
TopiCS like cockr0aches, earwax hearjng
loss kindles, chains.a:ws and the loss of limbs
were included. One parricular story about
the holidays related how a few of his friends

would go to their fumilies' houses for the ho1ida s and return almost irreparably broken every time.
. In response to this, he vvould ask his frjends
~ hy?" He then told the audience thar if a
person does not get along with his or her
tribe, get the ' hell away" from that tribe and
find or create a new tribe.
Among Ale.'cie's booh sold during the
sho\",Twere 'The Absolutely True Diary of a
Part-Time Indian,') "Toughest Indian in the
\'{forld,' and The Lone Ranger and Tonto
Fistfight in Heaven," to name a few. Overall
the reading by Sherman Alexie Ulustrated his
multi-faceted talents as a wordsmith.

AVILA, from page 16
At times the exhibir even embraced a
monistic point of view.. The (Talking Lips"
display was nothing more than a video rape
of m'o random pairs of lips telling their life
story. The result was schizophrenic not only
because [WO different stories were vying for
atrention ar the same rime, bur because the
resr of the room showcased a merging culrure,

not the isolated and Singular one rhat rhe lips
described.
Of course, these are small issues. No one
can deconstruct all the time. Overall rhe "AllAme6can" was eye-catching and whimsical.
Its finer points even came disturbingly dose
to representing a full-blown microcosm of
middle America.

SMOKE, from page 5
Shop the Staff Association Holiday Bazaar!!
This year its on Dec. 3rd frpm 1Gam - 2pm in the MSC Century Rooms.
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for most anything at
all. If your classified dqesn't fit into the above categories, simply request an ad in the Miscellaneous Section. Some restrictions may apply. Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrentads@
umsl,edu to place your ad today!

. the air quality in the bars which allowed smoking contained six times as many particulates.
This report, although nor an aspecr of the affect on the economy, suppons the legislation behind banning smoking in enclosed public venues as even ventilators in use placed nonsmoking
parrons and even emplQyees ar risk.
Empl?yees within smoking establishments were "exposed annually to fine particle air pollution levels 2.7 rimes higher than the safe annual limit established by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency," according to the Roswell Cancer institute's study.
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ACROSS

DOWN
1. University of Minnesota

2. This Ohio city daily
was closed along with
it's companion paper the
Kentucky Post.

The decline and fall of the Newspaper

newspaper that stopped its
Friday edition.
3. Longtime Chicago daily
that dosed twelve of its
suburban papers.
4. The paper in Newton
County, Mississippi ended
its 107 year publication.
5. Former Madison daily,
now in ajoint agreement
with the Wisconsin State
Journal.
8. The professional
newspaper at the world's
oldest journalism school
dropped to printing two
days a week.
10. Kansas paper now only
on the web.
11. Detroit paper that ceased
home delivery to four days
aweek
13. This national newspaper
shut down its international
edition.
14.
-Intelligen(er.
This Northwest newspaper
is now only on the web.

6. Syracuse University's
student paper stopped
publishing their Friday
edition.
7. Missouri paper covering
Independence and Blue
Springs stpped printing on
Mondays,
9. Student paper at Howard
UniVersity switched to
on-line only.
12. Longtime daily, owned
by the Church of Christ
Sdentist, switched to being
a weekly newsmagazine.
15. The Denver daily that
dosed in Feburary 2009
16. Revtved in 2002, this
New York paper recently
shut down again.
17. The other Detroit daily
that ceased some of its
home deliveries.
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by Gene Doyel
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Things may be difficult with
your family this week, but keep
your spirits up and don't get involved in anyone else's drama.
The weekend will bring plenty of
time to relax with friends.

t ",

1

SCO RPiO
..,; ( O CT. 2 4 - NO'.". 22)

TAURUS
(A"RIl 21 - r-1Av 21)

Although it's against your nature, you may need to swallow
your pride and ,request a favor
sometime soon. If life gets rocky,
don't be afraid to ask friends and
family to help you out.

You 've been hyper-emotional
lately, and it's beginning to wear
you out. Try to put aside your
own troubles for a wh ile to help
a friend and restore peace to
both of your lives.
GEMINI
(MAV 22 -

I

OCT. 23)
Someone you consider a friend
might not be acting in your interest this week. Cultivate an
awareness of others' hidden
motivations, but don't be overly
suspicious of those around you.
(SePT. 24 -

J UNE

21)

You thrive on chaHenges, and
you'll find plenty in the next few
days. The added pressure will
also bring a much-needed burst
of energy to your week. Perhaps
it's time to tackle a project
CANCER
(JUNE

22 -

i

Any cynical feelings at the beginning of the week are only temporary. By the weekend you'll be
seeing the silver lining to every
cloud. Share some of that optimism with friends.
•

JULY

22)

J

CAPR ICORN
( D EC. 23 - J .-., .. 20)

Take charge this week. You're
full of bright ideas right now, so
don't be afraid to share them.
You'll have more than a few
people on your side, and you'll
easily overcome any problems.

You'll have a lot on your plate
this week, but be prepared to
drop it all at a moment's notice when an unexpected event
arises. Be patient; your hectic
schedule will settle down soon.

A difficult decision looms in
your future. Don't over-think it.
Instead, focus on making the
wisest choice, and remember
that you don't need to explain
yourself to anyone.

Your life is feeling a little out of
control these days, and now is
the time to address that. Contemplate steps you might take
to get things back on track, and
then take action.

This week will be a productive
one. You'll get a lot done, but
actions you take now could affect your life in the long term, so
proceed with caution and seek
advice if you're feeling unsure.

Give serious thought to your
goals and what's standing in the
way of achieving them. Use your
free time this week to come up
with new ways to accomplish
the things on your to-do list.
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Check back'next week
for solutions to sudoku!
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Find the original meaning of the message below.
Each letter shown stands for another letter. Break the
code for the letter A, you will have all of the A's in the
message, and s.o on. (Hint Y=O)

GRYOFOB CKSN WYXOI MKX'D LEI
RKZZSXO<:C CSWZVI NSNX'D UXYG
GROBQ DY QY CRVZZSXQ
The first student, facurty or staff member to bring the
solution (along with Wh0 said it) to The Current's office
will receive a free Current T-shirt when we get more in.
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Your week'ly calendar of Gampus events. "What's Current" is a
Deadline for submissions is
5 p.m. the Thursday before publication. First-come, first-served.
Listings may be edited for length and style. E-mail event listings to
thecurrent@umsl.edu with the subject "What's Current" No phone
submissions. All listings use 516 prefixes unless noted.

rree service for student organizations.

One-N~ght Volleyball

Tournament Hands up for volleyball! This Campus Rec volleyball tournament is actually two tourneys, a men's and a women/s, played in one night. Please register in
advance at the Campus Rec Office. Team & individual sign-ups welcomed. Located in the Mark
Twain Gym at 7:00 PM. For more information contact Campus Recreation Office, 203 Mark
Twain at 516-5326.
.
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2009 Holiday Fest With the holiday season soon approaching it is once again time to come
together as campus community and help those in need. This year's Holiday Fest-will take place
December 1st- December 7th. On Monday, November 30th, we will display Holiday decorations
in the NOSH in the Millennium Student Center in anticipation of the arrival of food baskets and
donations from offices, organizations and individuals across campus. Please visit the Student
Life website to find out how to get involved.
Effective Studying: Facts and Myths about Memory Learn more about how memory works
and some tips that can be put into practice to improve recall. Rnd out about effective techniques for note-taking, goal setting for studying, concentration, reading a textbook, and testtaking skills. Located in 100 Lucas Hall, the Center for Student Success, from 3:30 PM to 4:15
PM. For more information contact Chad Hoffer at 314-516-5300.

VJednesday, Dec. 2
It's About Time! (Management) Learn how to improve grades, improve your quality of life
and divide time between work and recreation. This workshop will help you examine how you
spend your time and how you might be able to become more efficient in your role as a student.
Located in 100 Lucas Hall, the Center for Student Success, from 2:00 PM to 2:45 PM. For more
information contact Chad Hoffer at 314-516-5300.
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UPB Theater: The Hang Over UPB brings you the final Free Movie of the year. Come have fun
with UPB free popcorn and drinks. Located in the MSC Pilot House, at 2PM. For more information contact Darren Nesbittat 314-516-5531.
Bingo Study Break Party Sponsored by Campus Recreation. Take a break from your studies
and join us for fun, food, and great prizes! Best of all, it's free! Bring friends! Located at the
Provincial House on South Campus, from 7:00 PM to 3:30 PM. For more info contact Campus
Recreation Office, 203 Mark Twain at 516-5326.

Friday. Dec. 4
Effective Studying: Facts and Myths about Memory Learn more about how memory works
and some tips that can be put into practice to improve recall. FInd out about effective techniques for note-taking, goal setting for studying, concentration, reading a textbook, and testtaking skills. located in·100 lucas Hall, the Center for Student Success, from 1:00 PM to 1:45
PM. For more information contact Chad Hoffer at 314-516-5300.

o

Power of Retention: Best Practices for Student Engagement This program will acquaint
faculty and staff with the student experience at UMSL by reviewing data on student retention
and engagement and focusing attention on strategies each of us can use to contribute to the
campus goals to recruit and retain outstanding students. Located in 126 J.e. Penney Conference Center, from 1:30 PM to 5 PM. For more info call Yolanda Weathersby at (314) 516-5460.
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